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Food For Thought:  That’ll be a Dollar – Maybe 

Three 
 

      Black Friday was just here, so that means that Christmas is 

right around the corner.  It’s time to start dealing with all the stuff 

that surrounds the holiday season – unpacking the Christmas stuff, 

getting out the snow blower, hanging up the lights and buying gifts.  

Usually the first things I buy are small gifts for the people in my 

office.  This year, however, I don’t have that task as retirement doesn’t come with an 

office staff.  Nonetheless, I still made the annual trek to “old reliable” – that secret place 

where I can usually find some of the finest treasures for the people I love.  Yup, you 

guessed it, it’s the Dollar Store! 

 This year, however, I got a rude shock when I got to the door.  Taped underneath 

the store’s painted dual-purpose name/claim was a small hand-written note that stated: 

“Some items may be more than a dollar.” 

  I felt betrayed.  What kind of sadist lures you in with a huge sign that says 

“Everything for a Dollar,” and then, when you get close, yanks the rug out from under 

you with fine print? 

 Oh, yea, I remember now.  That’s the way of the world!  How many times have 

you gone to a movie based on the reviews you read in a paper or magazine only to find 

out that the movie stunk?  Maybe the reviewer’s claims of “Oscar contention” probably 

implied something about lunch. Visited Monstor.com lately?  It is hard to tell the 

difference between a resume’ written by a senior executive and that of an intern from 

Vinny’s Office Supply because they both look the same on paper.  Take a look at the 

tabloids in the supermarket.  Many of the worlds’ highest paid and most beautiful models 

and movie stars don’t look much different than you or I when they wear normal clothes 

or don’t have their public face on.  The world, it seems, is full of big flashy signs that are 

contradicted by the hand-written reality taped beneath them. 

     Ok, maybe I just got a little too carried away and a tad bit cynical.  But seriously, how 

many times have you bought a product that exceeded the claims of its advertisements?  

(I’ve been especially affected by this, having once been talked into trying the “worlds’ 

best sausage sub” at Bubba’s Sub Shop.  Let’s just say that this was the last time I’ll 

support a friends’ entrepreneurial efforts.) The point is that in a competitive world, few 

people/businesses ever try to promote themselves with understatements. 

     Well, that got me thinking.  Are there those who have been so entrenched in the ways 

of the world that they believe that God’s promises might only be hype - as overstated as 

all the hype surrounding Obamacare.  For example: should we expect Jesus’ promise 

about “whatever you ask in prayer…” to be followed by fine print that says, “Coupon can 

only be redeemed between 4 and 5 a.m. on Sundays when the bearer has won more souls 

to Christ than Billy Graham and demonstrated unwavering selflessness for at least two 

decades.  Not valid with any other offer. 

     But God doesn’t have a history of understatement.  In fact He sent His Son into the 

world surprisingly incognito.  And as far as I know, He still hasn’t let the angels write the 

gospel in the sky with neon-colored clouds.  So when He makes a mind-boggling 

promise, we can pretty sure it’s not going to be a bait-and-switch thing.  It really must be 

as mind-boggling as it appears. Remember, when you dealing with the world, be as wise 
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as the serpent and as innocent as the dove as the saying goes.   But when it comes to 

God’s blessings, the sign on the door is always true – what you see is what you get.  

When He says He has given you authority over the power of the enemy, he has. If you 

delight in Him, He’ll give you the desires of your heart.  You don’t have to look for the 

fine print – there isn’t any!  

 

Oh, and when you get to heaven, I think you’ll find that every item at the Dollar Store 

will only cost a dollar.  

 

Just some Food For Thought 
 


